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25 January 1971 

TRIP REPORT ... 

of 

Alfred W •. Hesse and Vincent J. Wilson, Jr. 

to 

The Friedman yollection at the George C. Marshall Research Ubrary 
Lexington, Virginia 

Our visit to the Friedman Collection on 18-19 January 1971 was made in 
company with General Carter and Dr. Forrest Po:;iue, Executive Dir~ctor of 
the Marshall Library, who were going to attend a rneetir.:;i of the Library 
Board of Directors. Because oi our travel sche~ule and the Library's hours, 
we had approximately eight hours with the cc;>llecticn anC. in conference vrith 
Miss Eugenia Lejeune, Archivist of the Marshall Research Libr~ry. 

Present Status of the Friedman Collection 

We began our review of the Friedman Library anc collection by a con
ference with Miss Lejeune. _ She will !::>e in char:!'e of the general adminis
tration of the collection inclucing its initial so:ti;:g, incexing, and 
arrangement, with the assistance of regular anc ext:-a Library staff. 

The Friedman collection arrived at the !.t!ars!'la!l Research Library on 
? 17? December 1970 and is still in some 74 transfer ca:tons (approximately . 
two c;:u. ft. each). These cartons have bee:l o:;:sr,ec, ar..c checked on a 
sampling basis, by the Library staff, but have :;ot ~-et been systematically 
unpacked. Some of the cipher machines (early Ha;elin :a-21, an M-209, a 
SIG FOY, an original \.Vheatstone cipher cisk, a:4d s:;rr:~ old F-.rmy ciphering 
cylinders and strip boards) were set out of the cartc:ls en to:;> of file cabinets. 
All/these cartons and equipment were stored in the Library's roora-sized 
vault, desi;r:.ac and authorizcc fo:- storc.;e c: J.':J? s:::c~=::I ii.::.terial. 
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In addition, there is a 3 x 5 card index file of the whole collection, 

prepared _by Mr. and Mrs. Friedman, which is a standard library card 
catalog of the collection, including not only books but aiso pamphlets, 
magazines, clippings and miscellanea. It is arrangec;l a~phabetically by 
author and by subject •. This file is now stored in a room on ~he second 
floor of the stacks·, which is intended as the home of the Friedman 
collection, except for any classified pr limited-access material which 
would remain in the vault. 

There ·is another file of 5 x 8 cards, known as the analytical file, 
presently placed in the vault, ~hich was prepared by Mr. and Mrs. Friedman 
and· later by Mrs. Friedman alone right up to the time the collection was 
moved to Lexington. It is arranged alphabetically by proper name (except 
for the latest cards which have not yet been interleaved into the file}. The 
cards are keyed to the books and other item·s of the collection by numbers 
ass_igned sequentially (probably in order of accession) up to about 2000. 
_This fs called the analytical file because the cards contain annotations, 

· varying in length from a few lines to occasionally several cards, giving an 
analysi~ of the content, scope, or reliability of the book or item and usually. 
including some· cross-references. 

The on~y other item in the collection is a 4-drawer -3-way combination 
lock safe, the material in which was not available for survey because only 
Mrs. Friedman has the combination. 

Assessment of the Friedman Collection 

It was clear, because of the· shortness of time available for our study, 
that we could not hope to examine everything in the collection. Our best 
procedure was- some kind of discri:ninative sampling which might lead us 
to those items more likely tha_n oth~rs to show up classified or codeword 
material. For such a procedure th: ar.s.lytics.l cs.rd file v:as a most useful, 
and available, key •. 

Since this collection represents Mr. Friedman's catholic interest in 
anything cryptologic, there were large blocks of material which we could 
with reasonable assurance disregard as having a very slight chance of 
revealing any classified material. Such blocks of material related to the 
Voynich MS, the Shakespearean ciphers, the Mayan hieroglyphs, the 
Casanovan studies and the historical material en crypto;raphy in Renais
sance Euro~e, in the P.merica:1 Re~:olution, the Civil 'Nar, and World \l\'ar !, 
as v:ell as r::ost open publicatio:-is on cryptology, either fictional or 
technical. 
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: Our method, then, was to work systematically through the analytical 
card file, ignoring the large categories outlined above and searching out 
those which seemed more significant for our purposes (e.g. I ENIGMA, 
Hagelin, ASA, AFSA, etc.). By using the accession numbers on these 
cards in conjunction with an index list of the contents of the cartons ·by 
accession number, we could locate the carton containing the material to 
be examined II}Ore closely. 

· · In this way we ran down about a dozen main categories, but in no case 
did we find anything bearing a classification higher than RESTRICTED, any-

. thing whic~ seemed ~o have had a classification removed or obliterated, or 
anything which a quick scanning. suggested should have been classified. 
(See Appendix). '!'he only document found marked SECRET was a review of 
David Kahn's The C odebreakers in the analytical file, which seemed to 
deserve that classification, ~ot on an official basis,. but only on a personal 
basis. 

Notice s_hould be taken of the fact that, although all the Hagelln cards 
in the analytic~! file were checked, no file of correspondence between 
Mr. Friedman and Hagelin was found. Files of.correspondence with others 
do occur in the cards and in the collection, but not for Hagelin. This 
seemed strange. It is possible that the Hagelin correspondence is in the 
locked safe, but this is mere conjecture. 

Conclusions 

On the basis of our selective samplin; we conclude that there is no 
great danger of classified material, marked or unmarked, being found in 
the Friedman collection. We found no evidence of codeword material. If 
there is any requirement to protect sowe material by limiting access, the 
physical security arrangements are available and seem adequate. We were 
informed that some of the staff are cleared for TO? SECRET and also that 
prospective users of any classified material would need to be cleared by 
regular DOD procedures. 

There should be time for further, more thorough review of the Friedman 
coUection before it is open for study. Miss Lejeune estimates it will take 
at lea st three months to unpack, sort, check ai:d co:nplete cataloging the 
collection. Thereafter it v..ras indicated. thc.t the lvi:arshall Research Librc.ry 

· could probably stall for as much as a year before announcing the collection 
,._,as available f.or use. V>te recoi:"'::ncnd that a seconc rc:viei.·1 be me.de at a 
time v1hen the mc.terials are un;:iad~ed and arran;.ed but be:c!"e a~y general 
- ... cec:.s i·s c·.- ..... -,.~ C""' - .;:. C-.1.;.LC:"". • 
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General Carter and the staff of the George C. Marshall Research 

Library _ .. Dr. Forrest Pogue; Executive Director; Miss Eugenia Lejeune, 
·Archivist; and Mr. Royster Lyle, Curator - were all most cooperative and 
helpful. The staff were most willing to make such arrangements as seemed 
necessary for protection of any special material which might be uncovered. 

Inclosure: 
Appendix 
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APPENDlX 

Specific materials reviewed in the Fr~edman Collection.Jncluded: 

1. ENIGMA - only photostats of published promotional material for 
the commercial machine found. 

2. Hagelin - copies of company. descriptive brochures of equipments, 
covering C-~46, CX-52, CX-52B, BC-543, RT-53, CB-55, and CDR-55 • 
No annotations, no methods of solution, and no corr~spondence of substance. 
. :'.. 

3. ASA Cryptanalysts' Manual, dated 1940, 1946, 1947 - bulky compi
lation of letter frequencies by language .as well as mathematical and 
statistical tables. Classified RESTRICTED. 

4. AFSA Glossary of TA, dated 19_51 - slim pamphlet, classified 
RESTRICTEP. 

5. U. S. P..rmy Field Codes - \'Vorld \Var I vinta·ge .or training documents. 

6. Official Report of Congressional Hearings on.Pearl Harbor, 39 vol. -
no evidence found of any significant annotations. 

7. Yardley - thin file of Mr. Fried.;nc.n' s correspondence with Yardley 
up to 1931, bearing no classification and probably unclassified in sub
stance. 

8. Two folders of papers - one labelled "Solutions," which apparently 
dated from the 1920's, and the other labelled "Working Papers," which 
concerned the Voynich MS. 

9. A nur..ber of books - e.g., A. Dulles, The Craft of Intelligence and 
L: Farago, The Broken Seal - the latter had numerous annotations of a per
sonal nature,. but· nothing was seen which seemed to need official clas sifi
cation. 
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